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Help trainees learn about performing cost risk
analysis in project management.

2- Advanced Planning With
Primavera Course

Help trainees to perform qualitative &

This course helps to explain and cover
advanced planning with the Primavera P6,

Enable trainees to create risk analysis reports.

This course can be said to be a follow up of the

The course covers topics relating to the

previous course with advanced concepts.

Primavera Risk Analysis Tool. The core

understanding

and

application

of

the

schedule crashing techniques. The content of
Opt for this golden package and receive
course contents with valuable data at an
unbelievable price! With almost 50% off,
the package covers 7 courses, with
accessible and downloadable content, and 5
excel tools to make project management as
effective as possible.

this course is focused on helping you

students to better understand the basis of risk
management in the case of efficient project
management.
The

Primavera P6 for project

planning &

management and what risks are associated

scheduling in order bolster chances for

with projects. The course further provides

efficient project management and execution.

examples and practices to allow trainees to

most of the complex and baffling topics, of an

1- Online Primavera Course
for Engineers & Construction
Managers!

competency of this course is to enable

comprehensively understand and utilize

This course provides content which covers

Hurry up and sign up now!

projects.

which has been left out in the previous course.

The course aims and improving your

A- Courses

quantitative risk analysis for different types of

advanced nature, of Oracles’ Primavera P6
software. The course teaches 21 advanced
topics such as resource leveling, crashing and

course

covers

analysis

of

risk

get a clearer idea of the risk tools’ importance
and utilization in project management. The
course contains 11 topics which cover almost
all aspects of Primavera Risk Analysis Tool
and risk management.

We have managed to develop a highly

fast tracking, analysis, and many other topics

simplified Primavera P6 course which aims at

regarding the Primavera P6 software. There

cutting down on your learning time and to

are video tutorials to help boost learning of

enable you to understand the software better.

the trainees, and post completion trainees

The course is short, comprehensive, with

will feel confident about their learning and

content that can be accessed anytime,

utilization skills of the Primavera P6 in an

Project planners

anywhere by trainees who have previously

advanced mode.

Other concerned parties willing to learn risk
analysis and risk analysis tool.

registered for the course.
Oracle’s Primavera P6 has often been found
to be intimidating and confusing, even by

3- Quantitative Schedule Risk
Analysis with Primavera Online
Course

trained and experienced project personnel,
which highlights the important need for

This course aims at:

The target audience for this course include:
Project managers
Risk engineers
Schedulers

4- Progress Measurement
System- Downloadable Course
Having information about how to use the
Primavera P6 will not suffice in the case of

repeated training and referral to related

Improving the trainees understanding of Risk

project management. You will also need to

informative content. This is why this course

& Sources of Risk in Projects

analyze the progress of your given projects!

has been formulated!
Improve the trainee’s abilities to model risk
This

course

aims

at

enhancing

your

events in projects.

understanding and application skills of the
Primavera P6 software, allowing you to

Enable trainees to formulate risk registers.

become better and improved at project

Aid trainees in performing schedule risk

management.

analysis.

This course provides the trainees with not
only information and content about Progress
Management System, and what type of
measurement tools to utilize in order to
report the project progress, but also we
provide students with
vital tools like excel
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templates, dashboards, and other resources

Self-study PMP® Online exam preparation

which trainees can begin incorporating in

course offers a smart learning platform with

their work instantly, on a daily basis. Adding

almost 200 online simulation exam questions,

This course will enable the trainee to write

to the benefit is the fact that the content of

helping to ensure that you do not lack

clear,

this course is downloadable.

practice. Adding to your benefit is the fact

documents, especially email, memos, letters,

that this course offers access to a personal

and reports, which can make internal and

Accurately measuring the progress of a

instructor who will be responsible for dealing

external communications easier and more

project is a crucial process which, if done

with your concerns and queries. The course

effective. If project managers have English

wrong, can impact the profitability and

content is accessible 24*7 and is instantly

writing and communication skills, they can

feasibility of a project, along with its success

available one you purchase this course. The

communicate with other parties more

ratio. The entire process of developing a

course is updated to the Fifth Edition of the

effectively, raising chances for repeated

progress measurement protocol and actually

PMBOK®

of

utilization of your and your organizations’

measuring progress is complex with a set of

completion

you

services. This can help give your career a

complex frameworks, like the type of

immediately after passing the exam 60% or

boost and prepare you for the international

measurement, the accuracy of the data, the

more.

environment

Guide.
will

Your
be

certificate

emailed

to

frequency of the collection and the system of

effective,

professional

and

for

the

business

world

of

multinational companies, all of which always

of these frameworks are of equal importance

6- English Language in Business
Writing- Downloadable Course

and cannot be ignored.

With increasing globalization, the need for

record. Adding to the issue is the fact that all

Sticky note game

give high preference to English language
communication and writing skills.

Progress analysis is extremely important if

and companies is growing at a pace faster

management wishes to execute a project

than ever. With English being the most

7- Oracle Primavera Top 50
Tips
and
Tricks50
downloadable videos

efficiently and wants to secure the chances of

recognized language on a global platform, the

Relevant Primavera tips and tricks which can

timely completion and success of the project.

need for business writing and communication

make utilization of this software have been

Without an effective progress analysis

in the English Language has recently

provided. Around 50 downloadable videos

protocol and activity, the management may

surfaced.

are available for access once the course has

fail to identify issues with the project and

communications with associates, affiliates,

been registered for. The videos provide

activities which are either: adding to the

suppliers, and other stakeholders across

examples of how to utilize these tips and

overheads being incurred, or are adding to the

cultures and borders, English is nowadays

tricks to make your Primavera experience

time being taken in regards to the completion

considered as the most suitable language for

pleasant and hassle-free.

of the project.

communication.

communication across economies, industries,

In

order

for

effective

http://planningengineer.net/courses/oracleThis course will help you learn about the

In order to boost your level of competency

primavera-top-50-tips-and-tricks-50-

importance

and communication, this course has been

downloadable-videos/

of

progress

reporting

and

analysis, how to develop the right set of

developed. The course includes content like:

analysis protocols, and how to execute these
predetermined protocols for effective project



Introduction

completion.



Common Grammar Mistakes

5- PMP® Online exam
preparation course



Writing a Business Email



Writing a Business Letter



Writing a Minutes of Meeting



Tip & Tricks

www.planningengineer.net
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B- Tools.
1. Create primavera
schedule with relationship
excel tool.
New excel tool that allow you to
create a complete Primavera
schedule along with WBS,
duration, and relationships in
excel. Even if you do not have
any primavera skills you will be
able to create a professional
schedule with this excel tool.
After I created this tool, i
reduced my time to create a
primavera schedule by 50%.

Link: https://planningengineer
.net/product/create-primaveraschedule-with-relationshipsexcel-tool/
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Link:

is involved in monitoring and controlling

https://planningengineer.net/product/super-

projects must have his Excel Sheet.

cost-and-resource-loading-excel-tool/

Bringing you from our expertise best practices
Primavera while the Reporting, Monitoring
and Controlling in Excel, or even easier, let’s
do both only in EXCEL!!

3. Effective Excel Bar Chart
that distributes
quantities. Excel tool

Link:https://planningengineer.net/product/
monitoring-and-controlling-excel-sheet/

Sometimes we need to prepare a simple bar
chart with quantities distribution for our daily
tracking work. This Excel sheet is very flexible
with dates and quantities distribution where
you can change the dates, time frame
(months or weeks) and the excel sheet will
draw the bar chart and the quantity
automatically.
Application of this Excel Sheet:

5. Magical Resource
leveling. Excel Tool
Resource Leveling is a special skill for
Planning Engineer. With This Excel Tool
Resources

Leveling

and

Quantities

distribution becomes very easy. Plan, and

Link: https://planningengineer.net/product
/simple-yet-effective-excel-bar-chart-thatdistribute-quantities/

2. Cost and resource
loading. Excel Tool.
Effective excel tool to create cost and
resource loading from the bill of quantities
BOQ in few steps. Save your time and efforts
with this custom made excel tool. No panic to
create the cost loading or the resource
loading

with

activity

banks,

standard

productivity rates, and excel automation tool.

4. Powerful Monitoring and
controlling. Excel tool.
Each

Planning

Engineer,

Project

Manager, Construction Manager or whoever

www.planningengineer.net

level resources in few steps and produce
professional workable time schedule to the
construction team.
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Pay less; Get more!
Golden packages courses gives you access to 7 courses and 5 excel
tools.
Opt for this golden package and receive course contents with valuable
data at an unbelievable price!
With almost 50% off, the package covers 7 courses, with accessible and
downloadable content, and 5 excel tools to make project management as
effective as possible.

Golden Package
Offer
Get 7 Courses
& 5 Tools

www.planningengineer.net

